The goal of this special issue is to explore the range of religious cultures among diverse ethnic groups of Southwest China, particularly the factors that have helped shape their development. In researching this topic, the papers below have focused on a number of key questions, including: (1) The interplay between state and society, including the roles of local elites; (2) The ways in which organized religions such as Buddhism, Daoism, and Christianity have interacted with indigenous ritual traditions; (3) The importance of gender and gender roles; (4) Spatial commonalities and differences throughout the region. 1 Despite the great diversity of beliefs and practices examined below, all authors have treated religion as a key arena for mutual borrowing and accommodation that has enabled indigenous people to maintain elements of their ritual traditions despite the presence of external hegemonic cultures. 2 Our special issue opens with Eli Alberts' consideration of how local officials, Daoist masters, and indigenous ritual specialists influenced the circulation of and interaction between ritual traditions in South China. This article is in part a test of Michel Strickmann's classic hypothesis on Daoism's role in 'civilizing'/'sinification' processes, *
yet Alberts also notes that Strickmann recognized the ways in which Daoism was 'adapted to native mythology and sacred topography.' 3 Alberts draws on a wealth of scholarship to analyze how Song dynasty officials endeavored to both manage and at times co-opt indigenous ritual traditions, 4 the role of martial ritual performances in local religious life, 5 and Daoism's functions in establishing political and social status among the Yao. 6 The article's conclusion features a striking account of modern-day Laotian fighters invoking spirit soldiers for protection while fighting communist forces, 7 and observes that such practices continue among Mien immigrants in the United States, who throw rice in the direction their children are heading [usually Iraq or Afghanistan] when being sent off to war.
The second article, by David Holm, brings an innovative perspective to the status of non-Han ritual specialists, based on a nuanced analytical framework that takes into account both the indigenization of Daoist traditions and broad regional integration as seen in the presence of continuities across dialect boundaries. Holm's research sheds new light on the links between Zhuang practitioners known as mogong (bouxmo) and the lineages of native chieftains (tusi 土司), drawing on evidence in vernacular texts from Guangxi, Guizhou, Yunnan, and the provinces of Cao Bằng and Lạng Sơn in northern Vietnam to show that, prior to the disbandment of the native chieftaincies in the eighteenth century, many mogong were in fact attached to chiefly lineages. This in turn appears to be linked to the importance of Chinese scripts at the courts of native chieftains, who used such writings as a means of currying imperial favor, with Holm pointing out that the Chinese imperium did not endeavor to regulate 'non-orthodox uses of the Chinese script for non-Chinese languages.' The geographic scope of Holm's article also suggests the need for scholars to broaden their horizons to encompass regions bordering Southwest China, especially Southeast Asia. 8 Xie Xiaohui 謝曉輝's article approaches the problem of religion and the written word among native chieftains from a very different angle, focusing on competing claims to orthodoxy in cults to deceased native chieftains in Western Hunan who ended up being worshipped as territorial kings (tuwang 土王). Xie observes that imperial policies governing tusi appointments required all candidates to study Confucianism in schools and prepare Chinese-style genealogies (zupu 族譜). Accordingly, the imperial state tended to view the worship of territorial kings as ancestral spirits in tusi lineage halls as evidence of the successful promotion of 'standardized' ritual forms (or orthopraxy), but in fact local worshippers refer to leading sacred sites like the Peng Ancestral Hall (Pengshi zongci 彭 氏宗祠) as a Temple to the Territorial Kings (Tuwang Miao 土王廟), with the worship of these spirits involving deity statues, not ancestral tablets. In short, cults to territorial kings represented 'an alternate system of legitimating power [that] clearly coexisted, and at times competed, with that of the state.'
The role of genealogies in constructing diverse expressions of authority is further treated in the paper by Chien Mei-ling 簡美玲, which compares two such works composed by Hmub and Kam elites in eastern Guizhou in 1908-1985. Based on a linguistic approach, Chien shows that these genealogies feature Chinese-style names followed by a second name that articulates patronymic customs among the Hmub. According to this multilayered naming system, Chinese characters are used to represent both the Hmub language and Hmub patronymy practices, a process with the potential to transform individual names from personalistic to an a-personalistic 'third voice.' Chien's data and analysis provide important insights into the ways that composing genealogies not only served to promote the cause of standardization but also provided arenas for non-Han communities to express their own agendas in the face of the state's normative power.
The article by Huang Shuli 黃淑莉 treats another arena where religious contestation and negotation takes place, namely the venerable tradition of Ahmao Christianity in Northern Yunnan dating back to the 1900s, which is integral to that group's identity. Huang's recent fieldwork centers on schisms in Ahmao congregations due to attempts to impose forms of Christianity along the lines of Three-Self Patriotic Movement (sanzi aiguo yundong 三自愛國運動) Protestantism known as 'liturgical normalization' (guifan libai 規範禮拜). The result has been an on-going struggle between charismatic preachers and those who favor following proper administrative procedures, with many senior Ahmao leaders being replaced by younger elites who tend to be seminary graduates. Huang's research also points to the impact of 'preaching conferences' (jiangdao jiaoliu 講 道交流), held on an annual basis since 2011. These events prove highly challenging for elder preachers, who need to prepare written sermons in proper Chinese and compete under the imposition of a rigid time limit. Despite all these efforts, and to the consternation of many younger elites, charismatic practices continue to be popular among large numbers of Ahmao worshippers who are now forming new congregations, with some beginning to identify with either house churches or the underground Pentecostal movement.
Finally, He Xi 賀喜 presents a moving account of changing ritual traditions among the Li people of Hainan. Her paper focuses on three different types of specialists: (1) Men known as daogong (a term that suggests a Daoist connection) who resemble similar specialists throughout Southwest China in performing rites using Chinese texts, wearing red headbands, worshipping statues, staging processions and boat expulsion rituals, etc.;
(2) Men known as geba and women known as baibone who perform rites in Li language without texts, worship indigenous deities and ancestral spirits, stage hunting rituals plus rites for finding lost souls, etc. There is also a division of labor among the latter two specialists, with baibone identifying causes of affliction and geba in charge of resolving them. He Xi proves largely pessimistic about the chances for survival of the geba and baibone's ritual traditions (as can be seen in the paper's title, 'The Last of the Li'), especially since daogong and their rites are becoming increasingly prevalent. Moreover, there is little doubt that the traditional Li way of life has experienced dramatic changes, with hunting ceremonies lacking any clear practical purpose and the thatched houses that once served as sites for ancestor worship being torn down in favor of brick or cement edifices. The key question is whether the geba and baibone will be able to adapt to rapidly changing times, as well as the increasing practical and prestige value of literacy (which also tends to be male dominant). As recent studies from Taiwan have shown, there is always hope for indigenous peoples to revive their ritual traditions, but much will depend on the flexibility of state policies, as well as the ability of local communities and their leaders to take advantage of them. 9 
